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Presentation plan
� This presentation aims to 

� Present working and living conditions of migrant agricultural 
workers of different origins – Morocco, Romania and sub-Saharan 
African countries - in the region of Saluzzo (Piedmont, North of 
Italy)

� Underline differences and similarities between the different groups of 
workers concerning mobility, access to work and housing

� Question the workers’ perception concerning agricultural/seasonal 
work, as well as the role that this kind of job plays in their migratory 
paths and life projects

� Sources
� Interviews and participant observation with sub-Saharan agricultural 

workers (PhD Thesis 2014-2016)
� Interviews with Romanian and Moroccan agricultural workers 

(TEMPER Project 2016)



The agricultural area of Saluzzo

Saluzzo



Agricultural context in the region of 
Saluzzo

� A wide agricultural plain at the foot of the Alps
� The third most important area of fruit production in 

Italy 
� Concentration and low diversification of the production, 

mainly sold to big cooperatives of producers and 
retailers

� A long season: from the end of June to mid- November 
� Prevalence of foreigner workers



Romanian agricultural workers

� Are employed as well as permanent or temporary workers in 
the agricultural field: some are settled permanently in Italy 
while some others circulate between Italy and Romania 
following different logics and patterns

� They generally obtain a job in agriculture thanks to relatives 
or friends' networks in Italy. Lucrative labour intermediation 
– legal or illegal- is also recurring 

� They live in their own houses or are hosted by relatives or 
friends



Domenica: working seasonally to pay 
her own studies 

Domenica is a 24 years old Romanian women. Her parents
came to Italy in 1999 but she stayed in Romania with her

grandmother to pursue her studies. 
Since 2004 she has been spending her summer breaks in Italy,

first for holidays, then to work. She started to work in harvesting
at the age of 16, after her father’s death.

She conceives this activity as an opportunity to earn the money
necessary to complete her studies. She graduated in 2016
in nursing and she decided to settle permanently in Italy

Interview, Saluzzo, 23/08/2016



Moroccan agricultural workers

� Most  of the interviewed Moroccan agricultural workers 
came to Italy through the system of flussi (governmental 
immigration quotas) for seasonal work. Most of them 
overstayed after the end of their work permit and are settled 
permanently in the region, experiencing precarious 
conditions 

� They generally obtained their first contract through the 
intermediation of other Moroccans living in Italy

� They generally live with their families or with roommates to 
reduce charges 



Bachir: surviving working in the 
agricultural field

Bachir is a 38 years old Moroccan man. He came to Italy 
in 2006 through the system of flussi seasonal quotas. He 

overstayed and spent 3 years in an irregular situation 
before he could regularise it in a « sanatoria ». He has 

always worked in the agricultural field in Italy. Incomes 
are poor and the work limited to some months in spring 
and summer. He sees his future as uncertain, he fells like 
he hasn’t accomplished anything is his life. He longs for a 
more stable and profitable job. He decided to use money 
earned during the last agricultural season to get a driving 

licence hoping to find a work as a truck driver. 

Interview, Saluzzo, 03/09/2016



Sub-Saharan agricultural workers

� Most of them live all year long in extremely precarious 
conditions and wander between different Italian regions or 
different countries 

� Most of them are asylum seekers or obtained refugee status 
or subsidiary or humanitarian protection

� They mainly access to agricultural work in this region in a 
direct way, searching for a job in the fields with their bicycles 

� Most of them do not have a housing solution and live in 
camps



Dramane: wandering between different 
countries and jobs

Dramane is a 27 years old Malian man. He arrived in Italy in
2011 by boat after two years spent working in Libya. He

has been granted subsidiary protection status. Since 2013 ha has
comes every summer to Saluzzo for the harvest season and

generally works an generally worked for the same farmer. During
winters, he alternates periods in France – when he works with

someone else documents-, in Mali to visit his family, in southern
Italy, and lately in Malta, when he could find a job in the

construction field. Seasonal work in Saluzzo represents a kind of
reference point in his movements’ map

Interview, Saluzzo, 20/09/2015 and
informal conversations during 2015 and 2016



Working conditions
� Interviews have not shown significant differences in working 

conditions  that can be related to the origin and the legal 
status of workers

� The most common situation is « grey work »: regular 
agricultural contract but few hours duly declared

� The average pay is around  5 Euros/hour
� Some workers are employed in better conditions (more 

hours declared and/or higher pay) but this does non seem 
linked to bargain possibilities with employers, but more to 
the chance or the worker’s resolution to find a more 
“virtuous” employer 



Living conditions
� Substantial differences exist concerning the access to housing 

solutions between Moroccan and Romanian workers on the 
one side and Sub-Saharan on the other

� Moroccans and Romanians generally have a house when they 
are settled in Italy 

� Romanian workers returning to their country after the 
season can generally count on their networks for housing

� The majority of Sub-Saharan workers live in camps in very 
difficult conditions: overcrowding, poor hygienically 
situation, cold weather in autumn... 



Campo Solidale Caritas, Saluzzo
September 2016



Agricultural work as a last resort?
� Seasonal/agricultural work is  often perceived as a very low-

skilled job, “not a real job”, “a job that anyone can do”, a last 
resort for unemployed and precarious people 

� Disrespectful treatment coming from employers – especially 
experienced by black workers - increases this feeling

� Exception: some Romanian workers expressed positive 
opinions about agricultural work, especially if they come 
from peasant families of if they could manage to find a better 
position (intermediaries, supervisors) or better working 
conditions (higher wage, one-year contract...)



Agricultural work as a last chance?
� Despite general poor working and living conditions and a negative 

perception, agricultural seasonal work often represents de facto a 
last chance for migrant workers to 
• Renew a work permit
• Collect some money in order to make projects or plan the next 

movement: follow a professional training, going to visit family 
in the country of origin, make little investments

• Complete a poor income

These  possibilities contribute to the constant availability  for
employers of a cheap and potentially submissive labour,
entertaining  – among other dynamics – the maintaining of
situations of workers exploitation



Thank you for your attention 


